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Prepare for an extraordinary literary journey with Immortal Hulk Vol. 2: The
Green Door, the electrifying sequel to Marvel's critically acclaimed horror
masterpiece. Join the indomitable Immortal Hulk as he embarks on a spine-
chilling odyssey into the depths of his own tortured psyche.
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Al Ewing's Masterful Storytelling

At the helm of this riveting narrative stands Al Ewing, a visionary storyteller
whose cerebral approach and evocative prose have redefined the Hulk
mythos. With The Green Door, Ewing delves deeper into the Hulk's
fractured mind, exploring the darkness that lurks within and the fragile
humanity that remains.

The Hulk's Nightmarish Descent

As the sun sets on Immortal Hulk Vol. 1, Bruce Banner grapples with the
consequences of his actions. Tormented by guilt and a shattered identity,
he finds himself spiraling into a nightmarish realm where the boundaries
between reality and delusion blur. The Green Door becomes a haunting
symbol of this descent, a gateway to a world of psychedelic terrors and
buried secrets.
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Introducing: The Green Door

The Green Door is more than just a physical threshold; it is a metaphor for
the Hulk's inner turmoil. As Banner navigates its treacherous corridors, he
encounters grotesque creatures, distorted reflections of his past, and a
terrifying manifestation of his own repressed trauma. The Green Door is a
psychological labyrinth where nothing is as it seems and sanity itself is
threatened.

A Symphony of Nightmarish Imagery

Immortal Hulk Vol. 2 is a visual masterpiece, brought to life by the eerie and
unsettling art of Joe Bennett and Andrea Sorrentino. Their shadowy
illustrations and grotesque character designs create an atmosphere of
constant dread, immersing readers in the Hulk's twisted reality. Bennett and
Sorrentino's collaboration transforms The Green Door into a hauntingly
beautiful nightmare, where every panel is a mesmerizing work of art.

Unveiling the Hulk's True Nature

Through its psychedelic journey, The Green Door peels back the layers of
the Hulk's complex character. Ewing reveals the Hulk's vulnerabilities, his
primal instincts, and the human soul that yearns for redemption beneath
the rage. The result is a profound exploration of identity, morality, and the
darkness that can reside within each of us.

A Must-Read for Horror and Comic Aficionados

Immortal Hulk Vol. 2: The Green Door is an essential read for fans of
psychological horror and superhero comics alike. Its gripping narrative,
stunning artwork, and thought-provoking themes elevate it beyond the
realm of traditional superhero fare. It is a genre-bending masterpiece that



will haunt your dreams and linger in your mind long after you reach the final
page.

Praise for Immortal Hulk Vol. 2: The Green Door

"Ewing and Bennett continue to push the boundaries of superhero
storytelling." — Ign

"A psychedelic trip through the Hulk's twisted psyche that will leave
you breathless." — CBR

"The Green Door is a terrifying masterpiece that will stay with you long
after you finish it." — AiPT!

Unveiling the Secrets of The Green Door

If you dare to venture into the depths of the Hulk's mind, Immortal Hulk Vol.
2: The Green Door awaits. Its disturbing imagery and haunting narrative will
challenge your perception of the Hulk and leave an indelible mark on your
psyche. Prepare for a literary and artistic experience that will redefine the
boundaries of horror and superhero comics.
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